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Abstract
In this paper, we estimate the size of k-uniform hypergraph with diameter d, and give its
minimum and maximum.
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1. Introduction
We use [1] for terminology and notation not de:ned here, and consider k-uniform
hypergraph only.
Let H=(E1; E2; : : : ; Em) be a k-uniform hypergraph, E1 ∪E2 ∪E3 ∪ · · · ∪Em=X =
{x1; x2; : : : ; xn} and called m the size of H; n the order of H , denoted s(H)=m; o(H)=n.
A path P in H from x1 to xs+1 is a vertex-edge alternative set x1E1x2E2; : : : ; xsEsxs+1
such that {xi; xi+1}⊂Ei (i=1; 2; : : : ; s) and xi =xj, Ei =Ej (i =j), and called s the length
of path P. The distance of vertices x and y, denoted by d(x; y), is the minimum
length of a path that connects x and y. The diameter of H , denoted by d(H), is de-
:ned as d(H)= max{d(x; y) | x; y∈X }. A hypergraph is called connected if and only
if for any x; y∈X , there exists a path from x to y. By H + E we denote the hy-
pergraph with edges of H and a new edge E, denote Pd; k as a k-uniform hypergraph
H=(E1; E2; : : : ; Ed) on X such that: when d is odd, X =(x1; x2; : : : ; x(d+1)k=2), for any
integer s (1¡s¡k); E1=(x1; x2; : : : ; xk); E2=(xs; xs+1; : : : ; xs+k−1); E3=(xk+1; xk+2; : : : ;
x2k), E4=(xs+k ; : : : ; xs+2k−1); : : : ; Ed=(x(d−1)k=2+1; : : : ; x(d+1)k=2); when d is even, X =
(x1; x2; : : : ; xdk=2+1), E1=(x1; x2; : : : ; xk); E2=(x2; : : : ; xk+1); E3=(xk+1; : : : ; x2k), E4=(xk+2;
: : : ; x2k+1); : : : ; Ed=(x(d−2)k=2+2; : : : ; xdk=2+1). P4;4 and P3;3 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
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Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Richards and Liestman [4] suspect that to calculate the minimum size of k-uniform
hypergraph with diameter d and order n is quite diGcult. In this paper, we answer
this question. Furthermore, we give an exact estimation about the size of k-uniform
hypergraph with diameter d and order n, that is a generalization of a result [3] of
Ore’s.
2. Minimum size
Let m(d; k; n)= min{s(H) |d(H)6d; H is k-uniform; |X |=n}.
In order to prove our Theorem 1, we need a proposition of [4]:
Proposition 1 (Richards and Liestman [4]). max{o(H) |H is k-uniform and connected,
s(H)=m}=k + (m− 1)(k − 1).
Theorem 1.
m(d; k; n)=
⌈
n− 1
k − 1
⌉
=m(2; k; n):
Proof. From Proposition 1, a k-uniform hypergraph H with diameter d, size m, order
n satis:es n6k + (m− 1)(k − 1), i.e.
s(H)¿
⌈
n− 1
k − 1
⌉
:
It is to say
m(d; k; n)¿
⌈
n− 1
k − 1
⌉
(d¿2):
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On the other hand, we can construct a k-uniform hypergraph H∗ on X =
{x1; x2; : : : ; xn}, H∗=(E1; E2; : : : ; Es). Here, s=
(n − 1)=(k − 1); E1={x1; x2; : : : ; xk};
E2 = {x1; xk+1; : : : ; x2k−1}; : : : ; Es−1 ={x1; xk+(s−3)(k−1)+1; : : : ; xk+(s−2) (k−1)}; Es= {x1;
xk+(s−2)(k−1)+1; : : : ; xn; x2; : : : ; xt}, t=(k − 1)s − (n − 1) + 1. Obviously, d(H∗)=2;
s(H∗)=s. Thus
m(d; k; n)6
⌈
n− 1
k − 1
⌉
(d¿2):
The proof is completed.
Replacing d(H)6d with d(H)=d, we obtain another parameter m′(d; k; n)=
min{s(H) |d(H)=d; o(H)=n; H is k-uniform}. It is the smallest size of a k-uniform
hypergraph with diameter d and order n. Obviously, m′(d; k; n)¿m(d; k; n). In order
to characterize the m′(d; k; n), we give a valuable proposition:
Proposition 2. Let H be a k-uniform hypergraph, x; y∈X; d(x; y)=d and P=
(x)x0E1x1E2 : : : Ed xd(y) is an x–y path in H , then
∣∣∣∣∣
d⋃
i=1
Ei
∣∣∣∣∣¿o(Pd; k)=
{
(d+ 1)k=2 when d is odd;
dk=2 + 1 when d is even:
Proof. Since d(x; y)=d; Ei ∩Ej = iJ | i − j |=0 or 1, we have
∣∣∣∣∣
d⋃
i=1
Ei
∣∣∣∣∣ =
d∑
i=1
|Ei| −
∑
i¡j
|Ei ∩Ej|
+
∑
i¡j¡k
|Ei ∩Ej ∩Ek |+ · · ·+ (−1)d−1|E1 ∩E2 ∩ · · · ∩Ed|
=
d∑
i=1
|Ei| −
d−1∑
i=1
|Ei ∩Ei+1|=dk −
d−1∑
i=1
|Ei ∩Ei+1|
¿
{
dk − (d− 1)k=2=(d+ 1)k=2 when d is odd;
dk − ((d− 2)k=2 + k − 1)=dk=2 + 1 when d is even:
The proof is completed.
By this proposition, if d(H)=d, then o(H)¿o(Pd; k). Thus m′(d; k; n) is de:ned
only when n¿o(Pd; k) but m(d; k; n).
From Theorem 1 and Proposition 2, it is easy to obtain the following:
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Corollary 1.
m′(d; k; n)=


d
{
(d+ 1)k=26n6d(k − 1)
dk=2 + 16n6d(k − 1) when d is odd;
when d is even;⌈
n− 1
k − 1
⌉
d(k − 1)¡n:
3. Maximum size
We denote M (d; k; n)= max{s(H) |d(H)=d; o(H)=n; H is k-uniform}.
Theorem 2.
M (d; k; n) =


d− 2 +
(
n− (d− 1)k=2− 1
k − 1
)
+
(
n− (d− 3)k=2− 2
k
)
when d is odd;
d− 2 + 2
(
n− (d− 2)k=2− 1
k
)
−
(
n− dk=2
k
)
when d is even:
Before proving Theorem 2, we give some lemmas.
If H is a k-uniform hypergraph with diameter d, and for every E⊂X; E =∈H; |E|=k;
d(H+E)=d − 1, then H will be called as a maximal k-uniform hypergraph with
diameter d.
For every hypergraph H with diameter d, there exists x; y∈X , such that d(x; y)=d.
We select a pair of x, y satisfying this property, let Vi={v |d(x; v)= i; v∈X }; J (H)
={j | |Vj ∪Vj+1|¿k; j=1; 2; : : : ; d−1}, in the rest of this paper. Obviously, |V0|=1; |Vi|
¿1; |Vi ∪Vi+1|¿k.
Analogous to Ore’s [3] methods, we can obtain the following:
Lemma 1. If H is a maximal k-uniform hypergraph with diameter d, then |Vd|=1.
In fact, if |Vd|¿1, select an x∈Vd, and construct a new edge E⊂Vd−2 ∪Vd−1 ∪{x}
such that x∈E, then d(H + E)=d contradicts the property of H .
Lemma 2. Let X ={x1; x2; : : : ; xn}, H be a k-uniform hypergraph on X with diameter
d; n¿o(Pd; k). If |J (H)|=1, then |Vd|¿1.
Proof. Suppose |Vd|=1; J (H)={j}. Since |V0|=1; |Vi|¿1, i=1; 2; : : : ; d − 1, thus
16j¡d− 1, and |Vi ∪Vi+1|=k; 06i =j6d− 1. |Vj| = k − 1, j is odd, s= |Vj+1|¿1.
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Furthermore, |Vj+2i|=k − s, |Vj+2i+1|=s, |Vd|=s or k − s. If k − s=1 and |Vd|=k − s,
then d is odd, and
|Vi|=
{
1 when i¡j; i is even;
k − 1 when i¡j; i is odd:
|Vj|= k − 1;
|Vi|=
{
k − 1 when i¿j; i is even;
1 when i¿j; i is odd;
n= |X |=(d+ 1)k=2=o(Pd; k), a contradiction.
Lemma 3. If |X |¿o(Pd; k), H is a maximal k-uniform hypergraph on X with diameter
d, then there exists a k-uniform hypergraph H1 on X with diameter d, such that s(H1)
¿s(H), and there exists a vertex x∈X; H1−{E | x∈E; E∈H1} has still diameter d.
Proof. Let H be a maximal k-uniform hypergraph on X with diameter d. We divide
X into V0; V1; : : : ; Vd as above, then |Vi ∪Vi+1|¿k; i=1; 2; : : : ; d − 1; |V0|= |Vd|=1 by
Lemma 1. Since o(H)¿o(Pd; k), there exists a j∈{1; 2; : : : ; d − 1}, such that |Vj ∪
Vj+1|¿k. Following we divide our proof into two cases:
Case 1: There exists a j∈{1; 2; : : : ; d−1} such that |Vj ∪Vj+1|¿k and |Vj ∪Vj−1|¿k.
In this case, let H1=
⋃d−1
i=0 {E |E⊂Vi ∪Vi+1; |E |=k}, then s(H1)¿s(H), we select a
vj∈Vj, H1 − {E |E∈H1; vj∈E} is still a hypergraph with diameter d.
Case 2: Rest of case 1. In this case, min{|Vi ∪Vi−1|; |Vi ∪Vi+1|}=k; |Vi|6k−1, for
every i∈{1; 2; : : : ; d − 1} and there exists i =j such that |Vi ∪Vi+1|¿k; |Vj ∪Vj+1|¿k;
|i − j|¿2, since Lemma 2. Let j1= min{i | |Vi ∪Vi+1|¿k}; j2= min{i | |Vi ∪Vi+1|¿k;
i¿j1}, s= |Vj1+1|, t= |Vj2+1|, then j1 is odd, s¿2.
Subcase 1: j2−j1 is odd. In this subcase, |Vj2 |=s¿2; s+t¿k, we fetch in s−(k−t)
vertices in Vj2 and add them to Vj2 − 1, construct new Vj2 ; Vj2−1. Analogously, fetch
s − (k − 1) vertices in Vj2−2 and add them to Vj2−3; : : : ; fetch s − (k − t) vertices
in Vj1+3 and add them to Vj1+2 to construct new Vj1+3; Vj1+2, other Vi is not changed.
Let H1=
⋃d=1
i=1 {E |E⊂Vi ∪Vi+1; |E|=k}, then s(H1)=s(H), and there exists a vertex
∈Vj1+1, H1 − {E |E∈H1; v∈E} is a hypergraph with diameter d.
Subcase 2: j2 − j1 is even. In this subcase, |Vj2 | = k − s¿2; k − s + t¿k. Anal-
ogous to subcase 1, we fetch t − s vertices in Vj1+2r and add them to Vj1+2r−1,
to construct new Vj1+2r , Vj1+2r−1, r=1; 2; : : : ; (j2 − j1)=2. Other Vi is not changed,
H1=
⋃d−1
i=1 {E |E⊂Vi ∪Vi+1; |E |=k}, we have s(H1)¿s(H), since(
k + a
k
)
+
(
k + b
k
)
¡1+
(
k + a+ b
k
)
and |J (H1)|¡|J (H)|, if |J (H1)|=1, contradicts Lemma 2. If |J (H1)|¿1, analogous to
the above method, we can construct H2 that satis:es the conditions of the lemma or
|J (H2)|¡|J (H1)|. Because of |J (H)|¡d=2 and Lemma 2, the proof is completed.
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Proof of Theorem 2. First, we prove
M (d; k; n)6


d− 2 +
(
n− (d− 1)k=2− 1
k − 1
)
+
(
n− (d− 3)k=2− 2
k
)
when d is odd;
d− 2 + 2
(
n− (d− 2)k=2− 1
k
)
−
(
n− dk=2
k
)
when d is even;
(1)
by induction on n. When o(H)=o(Pd; k), the inequality (1) is true. Suppose the in-
equality (1) is true, when o(H)¡n. Set o(H)=n¿o(Pd; k); d is odd. By Lemma 3,
there exists a k-uniform hypergraph H1 on X with diameter d such that s(H1)¿s(H)
and there exists a vertex x∈X; H2=H1−{E |E∈H1; x∈E} is a k-uniform hypergraph
on X − {x} with diameter d. s(H1)=s(H2) + |{E |E∈H1; x∈E}|. Assume x∈Vj, by
Proposition 2, to have
|V0 ∪V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vj−1|¿
{
(j − 1)k=2 when j is odd;
(j − 2)k=2 + 1 when j is even;
|Vj+2 ∪ · · · ∪ Vd|¿
{
(d− j − 2)k=2 + 1 when j is odd;
(d− j − 1)k=2 when j is even:
Thus
|V\(Vj−1 ∪Vj ∪Vj+1)|¿k(d− 3)=2 + 1;
|Vj−1 ∪Vj ∪Vj+1|6n− 1− (d− 3)k=2
and the equality is attained only if {|Vj−2|; |Vj+2} = {1; k − 1}.
Similarly, we have
|Vj|6n− 1− (d− 1)k=2;
|Vj ∪Vj+1|6
{
n− (d− 1)k=2 + k − 2 when j is odd;
n− (d− 1)k=2 when j is even;
(2)
|Vj−1 ∪Vj|6
{
n− (d− 1)k=2 when j is odd;
n− (d− 1)k=2 + k − 2 when j is even; (3)
|{E |E∈H1; x∈E}|6
( |Vj−1 ∪Vj| − 1
k − 1
)
+
( |Vj ∪Vj+1| − 1
k − 1
)
−
( |Vj| − 1
k − 1
)
:
Since |Vj|= |Vj−1 ∪Vj|+ |Vj ∪Vj+1| − |Vj−1 ∪Vj ∪Vj+1|, we have
|Vj|¿|Vj−1 ∪Vj|+ |Vj ∪Vj+1| − n+ 1 + (d− 3)k=2:
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Let a= |Vj−1 ∪Vj|; b = |Vj ∪Vj+1|. From inequalities (2) and (3), we also have
a+ b6 2n− (d− 1)k + k − 2; a+ (d− 3)k=2¡n; b+ (d− 3)k=2¡n and
f(a; b) =
(
a− 1
k − 1
)
+
(
b− 1
k − 1
)
−
(
a+ b− n+ (d− 3)k=2
k − 1
)
is an increasing function about variable a (or b).
Thus,
|{E |E∈H1; x∈E}|6
(
n− (d− 1)k=2− 1
k − 1
)
+
(
n− (d− 1)k + k − 3
k − 1
)
−
(
n− 2− (d− 1)k=2
k − 1
)
from inequalities (2) and (3).
By the induction hypothesis, we have
s(H2)6d− 2 +
(
n− 2− (d− 1)k=2
k − 1
)
+
(
n− 3− (d− 3)k=2
k
)
;
s(H)6 s(H1)6d− 2 +
(
n− 2− (d− 1)k=2
k − 1
)
+
(
n− 3− (d− 3)k=2
k
)
+
(
n− (d− 3)k=2− 3
k − 1
)
+
(
n− (d− 3)k=2− k − 1
k − 1
)
−
(
n− (d− 3)k=2− 2− k
k − 1
)
= d− 2 +
(
n− 1− (d− 1)k=2
k − 1
)
+
(
n− 2− (d− 3)k=2
k
)
:
When d is even, the process of the proof is similar.
Second, we prove
M (d; k; n)¿


d− 2 +
(
n− (d− 1)k=2− 1
k − 1
)
+
(
n− (d− 3)k=2− 2
k
)
when d is odd;
d− 2 + 2
(
n− (d− 2)k=2− 1
k
)
−
(
n− dk=2
k
)
when d is even:
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Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.
In fact, we can construct a k-uniform hypergraph H∗ on X with diameter d as fol-
lows: when d is odd, divide X into V0; V1; : : : ; Vd, such that |V2r|=1; |V2r+1|=k − 1,
r=0; 1; 2; : : : ; (d− 3)=2, |Vd−1|=n− 1− k(d− 1)=2, |Vd|=1 (Fig. 3).
H∗=
d−1⋃
i=1
{E |E⊂Vi ∪Vi+1; |E|=k}
then
s(H∗)=d− 2 +
(
n− 1− (d− 1)k=2
k − 1
)
+
(
n− 2− (d− 3)k=2
k
)
:
When d is even, divide X into V0; V1; : : : ; Vd, such that |V2r|=1; |V2r+1|=k−1, r=0; 1; 2;
: : : ; (d− 4)=2, |Vd−2|=n− kd=2, |Vd−1|=k − 1, |Vd|=1 (Fig. 4),
H∗=
d−1⋃
i=1
{E |E⊂Vi ∪Vi+1; |E|=k};
then
s(H∗)=d− 2 + 2
(
n− (d− 2)k=2− 1
k
)
−
(
n− dk=2
k
)
:
The proof is completed.
Corollary 1 (Bollobas [2], Ore [3]). Let G be a connected graph of order n, then
max{s(G) |d(G)¿d}=
(
n− d+ 2
2
)
+ d− 3:
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